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What is Religion?What is Religion?
From the Latin: From the Latin: ligate—to tie or bind to the godsligate—to tie or bind to the gods
Webster:   Webster:   Any system of faith or worship: the Any system of faith or worship: the 
outward manifestation of belief in a supreme or outward manifestation of belief in a supreme or 
superior being.superior being.  
Belief and Faith:Belief and Faith:
– Religion is a belief in somethingReligion is a belief in something
– The belief is not necessarily substantiated by physical The belief is not necessarily substantiated by physical 

or material evidenceor material evidence
– Religious knowledge is obtained through holy Religious knowledge is obtained through holy 

writings, authority, revelations and religious writings, authority, revelations and religious 
experiencesexperiences

– Religious believers have faith in such knowledgeReligious believers have faith in such knowledge
Practical Definition:  Practical Definition:  I don’t know what religion I don’t know what religion 
is, but I sure know one when I see one.is, but I sure know one when I see one.



Jesus Christ:  “I came to testify to the truth.”

Pontius Pilate:  “What is truth?”



One Point of View:
“Wide is the gate and broad is the road that leads to 
destruction, and many enter through it.  But small is 
the gate and narrow the road that leads to life, and 
only a few find it.” - Jesus (Matthew 7:13-14)

“I am the way, the truth and the life. No one comes to 
the Father except through me.” - Jesus (John 14:6)
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Another Point of View:  
Different Paths to the Same 
Goal - GOD



Are all religions simply “different Are all religions simply “different 
paths” to the same goal?paths” to the same goal?

Click Here To Start Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtjNxTkjXjA


Are all religions simply “different Are all religions simply “different 
paths” to the same goal?paths” to the same goal?

There is some similarity between most or all There is some similarity between most or all 
religions.religions.

All man-made religions contain truth.All man-made religions contain truth.

But…on the most basic level of theology, all But…on the most basic level of theology, all 
other religions (except Judaism?) are other religions (except Judaism?) are 
incommensurate with Christianity.incommensurate with Christianity.

If Hinduism is right, then Jesus Christ is a If Hinduism is right, then Jesus Christ is a 
deceiver and an enemy of truth.deceiver and an enemy of truth.



The Bible and Other World ViewsThe Bible and Other World Views

If Genesis 1:1 is true, then animism, If Genesis 1:1 is true, then animism, 
polytheism, pantheism, dualism, polytheism, pantheism, dualism, 
naturalism, deism, postmodernism and naturalism, deism, postmodernism and 
every other ism is false.every other ism is false.

Conflicting world views cannot be Conflicting world views cannot be 
accommodated with one another.  accommodated with one another.  
Biblical theism is incompatable with all Biblical theism is incompatable with all 
these other world views.these other world views.



The Bible and Other World ViewsThe Bible and Other World Views  
(cont.)(cont.)

Acts 17:16-34  Paul shares the gospel by Acts 17:16-34  Paul shares the gospel by 
arguing for the Christian World View.arguing for the Christian World View.
– v. 22-23  v. 22-23  Paul finds common ground.Paul finds common ground.
– v. 24-28  v. 24-28  Paul argues for the superiority and the Paul argues for the superiority and the 

truth of the Christian world view as opposed to truth of the Christian world view as opposed to 
Epicureanism/pantheism and Stoicism/deismEpicureanism/pantheism and Stoicism/deism

– v. 28 v. 28 Paul quotes from Aretas a Stoic Paul quotes from Aretas a Stoic 
philosopher.  “ For we are his offspring.”philosopher.  “ For we are his offspring.”

– v. 29-31  v. 29-31  Having laid the groundwork, Paul Having laid the groundwork, Paul 
points them to Jesus.points them to Jesus.

– v. 32-34 v. 32-34 Some, but not all were converted.Some, but not all were converted.



How, then, should we interact How, then, should we interact 
with members of other religions?with members of other religions?

Find common ground.Find common ground.
Give respect where respect is due.Give respect where respect is due.
Acknowledge the good and do not Acknowledge the good and do not 
make personal attacks—especially make personal attacks—especially 
toward revered people.toward revered people.
Highlight distinctions in world Highlight distinctions in world 
view/theology and introduce them to view/theology and introduce them to 
Jesus Christ.Jesus Christ.
This is EXACTLY what Paul did in Acts This is EXACTLY what Paul did in Acts 
17:22-3417:22-34



Acts 17:16-34  Paul confronts the Acts 17:16-34  Paul confronts the 
Greek World ViewsGreek World Views

God is Creator. He exists outside God is Creator. He exists outside 
creation.creation.
– Disproves pantheism/Stoicism.Disproves pantheism/Stoicism.
God is close to us.God is close to us.
– Disproves deism/Epicureanism.Disproves deism/Epicureanism.
God is personal and has given us an God is personal and has given us an 
individual purpose.individual purpose.
God will bring all of us to judgment.  God will bring all of us to judgment.  
Evil will be defeatedEvil will be defeated
– Disproves dualism/Gnosticism.Disproves dualism/Gnosticism.



What is a World View?What is a World View?

One's world view is the One's world view is the 
perspective one uses to perspective one uses to 
process and interpret process and interpret 
information received about information received about 
the world.the world.
"A world view is a set of "A world view is a set of 
presuppositions (ie. presuppositions (ie. 
assumptions) which we hold assumptions) which we hold 
about the basic makeup of about the basic makeup of 
our world." our world." 
– James W. Sire, James W. Sire, The The 

Universe Next Door Universe Next Door 
(InterVarsity Press, 1997)(InterVarsity Press, 1997)

A Jain World 
View



A “Good” World View DefinedA “Good” World View Defined
A. It is true.A. It is true.    

It is consistent with reality.  It is consistent with reality.  
It is consistent with what we know to be true from experience.It is consistent with what we know to be true from experience.
It works.It works.

B. It answers satisfactorily the questions people B. It answers satisfactorily the questions people 
really want answered.really want answered.
What is prime reality/the ultimate cause/the nature of God? What is prime reality/the ultimate cause/the nature of God? 
What is the nature of external reality-the world around us?What is the nature of external reality-the world around us?
What is a human being? What is a human being? 
What happens to a person at death? What happens to a person at death? 
Why is it possible for us to know anything at all? Why is it possible for us to know anything at all? 
How do we know what is right and wrong? How do we know what is right and wrong? 
What is the meaning of human history? What is the meaning of human history? 
What is my purpose? What is my purpose? 
What is the nature of my relationship, with the "prime reality?"What is the nature of my relationship, with the "prime reality?"

C. It causes those who hold to it to be better C. It causes those who hold to it to be better 
people than they would otherwise have been if people than they would otherwise have been if 
they held to competing alternative world views.they held to competing alternative world views.  



The Christian World ViewThe Christian World View
1. 1. The physical world is: The physical world is:       a.a. real       real      b.b. created out of  created out of 

nothing (ex nihilo)    and    nothing (ex nihilo)    and    c.c. essentially good. essentially good.
2. There exists an unseen spiritual reality which is not 2. There exists an unseen spiritual reality which is not 

limited to or defined by the physical reality.  Human limited to or defined by the physical reality.  Human 
beings have a spiritual aspect to their nature.beings have a spiritual aspect to their nature.

3. 3. The creator of both the physical and spiritual realm The creator of both the physical and spiritual realm 
is the God who reveals himself in the Bible.is the God who reveals himself in the Bible.  

4. Human beings have both a physical and a spiritual 4. Human beings have both a physical and a spiritual 
nature.nature.

5. 5. God is not easily defined but he can be God is not easily defined but he can be 
characterized by certain qualities.  God is a person. characterized by certain qualities.  God is a person. 
God is love, God is just, God is holy, God is God is love, God is just, God is holy, God is 
omniscient, omnipotent and omnipresent.omniscient, omnipotent and omnipresent.



The Christian World ViewThe Christian World View (cont.) (cont.)

6. Although all God’s creation, including the physical 6. Although all God’s creation, including the physical 
world is good, evil does exist.  Such evil is the result world is good, evil does exist.  Such evil is the result 
of freedom of will given to created beings and their of freedom of will given to created beings and their 
subsequent decision to use that freedom to rebel. subsequent decision to use that freedom to rebel. 

7. 7. Because of God’s justice and his holiness, those Because of God’s justice and his holiness, those 
who choose to rebel against him will ultimately be who choose to rebel against him will ultimately be 
judged and separated from God for eternity.judged and separated from God for eternity.

8. The solution to evil, to rebellion (sin) and its eternal 8. The solution to evil, to rebellion (sin) and its eternal 
consequences is provided by God through the consequences is provided by God through the 
atoning substitutionary sacrifice of Jesus Christ.atoning substitutionary sacrifice of Jesus Christ.  

Our job in the rest of this class is to compare this Our job in the rest of this class is to compare this 
world view to that of other religions and to analyze world view to that of other religions and to analyze 
which is the “best” world view.which is the “best” world view.



DefinitionsDefinitions
AnimismAnimism:  Anima = spirit. A religious system which :  Anima = spirit. A religious system which 
includes the belief that spirits inhabit inanimate includes the belief that spirits inhabit inanimate 
objects and phenomenaobjects and phenomena
PolytheismPolytheism:  Poly = many.  A belief that the :  Poly = many.  A belief that the 
universe is governed by many gods.universe is governed by many gods.
PantheismPantheism:  Pan = all.  A belief that a spirit fills the :  Pan = all.  A belief that a spirit fills the 
universe.  God is the universe, and we are part of universe.  God is the universe, and we are part of 
God.God.
DualismDualism:  A belief that the universe is governed by :  A belief that the universe is governed by 
nearly equally matched forces of good and evil. nearly equally matched forces of good and evil. 
(Zoroastrianism)(Zoroastrianism)



Definitions Definitions (cont.)(cont.)

Monism: Monism: a belief that the variety of existing things a belief that the variety of existing things 
in the universe are reducible to one substance or in the universe are reducible to one substance or 
reality and therefore that the fundamental reality and therefore that the fundamental 
character of the universe is unitycharacter of the universe is unity
AsceticismAsceticism:  a belief that enlightenment, or a close :  a belief that enlightenment, or a close 
relationship with deity is obtained by an extreme relationship with deity is obtained by an extreme 
denial of worldly pleasures and possessions.   denial of worldly pleasures and possessions.   
Associated with monasteries, monks, nuns, and Associated with monasteries, monks, nuns, and 
the like.the like.
MysticismMysticism:  a belief found in most world religions :  a belief found in most world religions 
which sees enlightenment and spiritual powers which sees enlightenment and spiritual powers 
coming through contemplation/meditation/direct coming through contemplation/meditation/direct 
experience of God.experience of God.



Other important conceptsOther important concepts

ScriptureScripture:  The list of primary authoritative :  The list of primary authoritative 
writings for a particular religion.writings for a particular religion.
InspirationInspiration:  The belief that a particular writing, :  The belief that a particular writing, 
edict or tradition comes by direct communication edict or tradition comes by direct communication 
from divinity, and is therefore perfect and from divinity, and is therefore perfect and 
authoritative.authoritative.
MythMyth:  A story, presumably fictionalized, about a :  A story, presumably fictionalized, about a 
divine interaction with human beings which divine interaction with human beings which 
teaches an important religious truth.teaches an important religious truth.



Religion Date Founded Members % of World

Christianity 30 CE 2,015 million 33% (dropping)

Islam 622 CE 1,215 million 20% (growing)

No religion No date 925 million 15% (dropping)

Hinduism 1500 BCE 786 million 13% (stable)

Buddhism 523 BCE 362 million 6% (stable)

Atheists No date 211 million 4.00%

Chinese folk rel. 270 BCE 188 million 4.00%

New Asian rel. Various 106 million 2.00%

Tribal Religions Prehistory 91 million 2.00%

Sikhism 1500 CE 16 million <1%

Judaism 1500 BCE 18 million <1%

Shamanists Prehistory 12 million <1%

Spiritism Various 7 million <1%

Confucianism 550 BCE 5 million <1%

Baha'i Faith 1863 CE 4 million <1%

Jainism 570 BCE 3 million <1%

Shinto 100 CE 3 million <1%
Zoroastrianism 550 BCE 0.2 million <1%







How can you believe you are right How can you believe you are right 
and all others are wrong?and all others are wrong?

Click To Watch Video

Click To Watch Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZuTgZEgREPw&list=WL86299B595DCA9462&index=3&feature=plpp_video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZuTgZEgREPw&list=WL86299B595DCA9462&index=3&feature=plpp_video


How can you believe you are right How can you believe you are right 
and all others are wrong?and all others are wrong?

    We are told, “It immoral to believe your We are told, “It immoral to believe your 
religion is right and all others are wrong.”religion is right and all others are wrong.”

If you believe something is true, how can If you believe something is true, how can 
you not believe it.you not believe it.

The person saying this is making just such The person saying this is making just such 
a claim in saying it.a claim in saying it.

    And, “It is irrational to believe your religion And, “It is irrational to believe your religion 
is right and all others are wrong.”is right and all others are wrong.”

If we have rational reasons to belive it, If we have rational reasons to belive it, 
then how is that irrational?then how is that irrational?
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